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Quantitative Assessment of Securitisation Deals (SpringerBriefs in Finance)Springer, 2012

	Securitisation deals have come to the fore during recent years owing to the

	challenges involved in their assessment and their role in the recent credit crises.

	These deals are created by the pooling of assets and the tranching of liabilities. The

	latter is backed by collateral pools. Tranching makes it possible to create liabilities...
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Evidence-Based EndocrinologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This pocket-sized quick-reference handbook presents evidence-based recommendations for diagnosis and treatment of endocrine disorders. The authors summarize the latest and best clinical studies supporting the practice recommendations and grade each study to indicate the benefits and risks of the therapy and the reliability of the...
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Emerging States and Economies: Their Origins, Drivers, and Challenges Ahead (Emerging-Economy State and International Policy Studies)Springer, 2018

	
		This open access book asks why and how some of the developing countries have “emerged” under a set of similar global conditions, what led individual countries to choose the particular paths that led to their “emergence,” and what challenges confront them. If we are to...
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Moving to Linux: Kiss the Blue Screen of Death Goodbye!Addison Wesley, 2003
Say goodbye to Windows(R) crashes, viruses, hassles, and  cost!

Moving to Linux can help you  migrate from Windows to Linux in just hours! By the time you've finished, you'll  be able to do virtually anything in Linux-without the aggravation, crashes,  security risks, or...
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The IT / Digital Legal Companion: A Comprehensive Business Guide to Software, IT, Internet, Media and IP LawSyngress Publishing, 2008
The content goes from the basics to advanced topics such as off-shoring, anti-circumvention, open source business models, user-created content, reverse engineering, mobile media distribution, web and game development, mash-ups, web widgets, and massively multiplayer games.

This book is designed to empower you to:

* Understand...
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Creative Careers in HollywoodAllworth Press, 2002
In this candid guide, entertainment industry veteran Laurie Scheer offers a witty and informative inside look at the primary professions in the movie biz. Readers will discover real-life, yet upbeat portraits of the "shredder" jobs of the industry, such as assistant or d-girl, and how they can lead to the "keeper" jobs of actor,...
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The InfoSec Handbook: An Introduction to Information SecurityApress, 2014

	The InfoSec Handbook offers the reader an organized layout of information that is easily read and understood. Allowing beginners to enter the field and understand the key concepts and ideas, while still keeping the experienced readers updated on topics and concepts.


	It is intended mainly for beginners to the field of...
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Python Continuous Integration and Delivery: A Concise Guide with ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Gain the techniques and tools that enable a smooth and efficient software development process in this quick and practical guide on Python continuous integration (CI) and continuous delivery (CD). Based on example applications, this book introduces various kinds of testing and shows you how to set up...
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Securing Converged IP NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2006
This book offers advice on a range of critical subjects pertaining to security practices and procedures.  Anyone moving toward a converged platform will find the approach beneficial and illuminating.   
Phil Norton, Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.
This book delivers a requisite insight for security professionals to understand the scope and...
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Ethics, Design and Planning of the Built Environment (Urban and Landscape Perspectives)Springer, 2013

	The book proposes a set of original contributions in research areas shared by planning theory, architectural research, design and ethical inquiry. The contributors gathered in 2010 at the Ethics of the Built Environment seminar organized by the editors at Delft University of Technology. Both prominent and emerging scholars presented their...
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Refactoring to AgilityAddison Wesley, 2006
Agile methodologies, such as XP, Scrum, Crystal, and Lean Software Development enable development organizations to deliver higher-quality software far more rapidly. However, for the "non-agile" development organization, transitioning to agility is an enormous leap, requiring radically new skills and presenting profound...
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Ethical and Secure Computing: A Concise Module (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This engaging textbook highlights the essential need for a strong ethical framework in our approach to computer, information and engineering science. Through thought-provoking questions and case studies, the reader is challenged to consider the deeper implications arising from the use of today’s rapidly-evolving computing...
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